The volume common to two cylinders of radii r , ::; r2 with axes intersecting at angle {3 is found to be r~v ( k ) /s in (3, wher e k = rl /r2 and v(k) may be evaluated (1) as t h e hy pergeometric series (2) as t he combination of complete elliptic integrals
Introduction
In crossed-b eam experiments [1 ] 1 using the highintensity accel erators now becoming available, th e "geometrical target," or volume common to the two colliding beams, is a useful parameter for interpreting the measured data. An evalu ation of this volume in terms of an infmite series was recently exhum ed for possible application to an x-ray free-air ionization chamb er having a Gylindrical sensitive volume intersected by a pencil of x rays [2] . This evaluation had b een used in t he analysis of a gamma-ray beam back-scattering experiment [3] for making a theoretical estimate of the single-scattered component of the radiation "seen" by a collimated detector.
for t his region, derived from the right-angle ellipticintegral solu tion [4, 5, 6] , is more complicated but also more rapidly convergent.
Evalu ations of the volume common to two circular cylinders of unequal radii with axes intersecting at right angles [4, 5, 6] , and of equal radii with axes intersecting at an arbitrary angle [7] , have frequ en tly been offered as calculus textbook exercises. H owever, a combined treatment does not seem to appear in t he technical literature in a form convenient for easy application to practical problems. The following r esults provide formulas, a table, and a graph for such applications.
The series used in [3] is here corrected, expressed in terms of binomial coeffi cients, and identified as a hypergeometric series. For nearly equal cylinder radii, convergence can be accelerated by use of the difference-seri es technique [8] . An alternative series 1 Figures in brackets indicate t he literature references at tbe end of this paper.
. Volume Integral
The integr al for the common volume of two cylinders of r adii 1'1':::; 1'2 with axes intersecting at angle {3 (see fig. 1 ) is found as follows. The cross section parallel to the cylinder axes, at a distance x from them, is a parallelogram of h eight 2(1'~_ X2) 1 /2 and base 2(1'~-x2)1 /2!sin {3. Hence t h e volume integral is
SIn {3
(1 a)
. Common Volume When r l = r2
For equal cylinder radii 1'1 = 1'2= 1', the integral in (Ib) reduces to the familiar result [7] (2) ....!.
This same result may be obtained by casting the integral in (1b) in the form
where t=x2/1'i, which is now recognizable as the integral representation of the hy pergeometric series [10] V(1'l, 1'2, (3) = (rVsin (3)271" (~y2FI ( -4' ~; 2;~) (7) identifiable with (5).
Since (5) is somewhat slowly convergent when 1'l~1'2 , under some circumstances it may be advantageous to difference this series again st a 1/71"-series (16) discussed in the appendix, giving
The convergence rate of the series-term in (8) is not improved over that of (5) . However, for 1'1~1'2 this sum is small compared to the constant term 4/371", identifiable with the equal-radii solut ion (3), hence resulting in higher precision of V(1'l , 1 '2, (3) for the same number of terms. An alternative series solution for this region is given at the end of the following section.
Elliptic Integral Solution
An alternative solution of the integral in (lb) may be obtained as a combination of complete elliptic integrals [11] of the first and second kinds, K(k) and E(k). Applying formulas (219.11 ) and (3 61.03) from Byrd and Friedman [12] the result is found to be 2
Except for the angle factor l /sin (3 this result is the st andard textbook solution [5, 6] for cylinders intersecting at right angles. Also, the formulation in (9) is related to the indefulite integral [12, eq ( (10) A p ar tial ch eck on (9) is obtained by expandin g E (lc) . and K (lc) as pow er series in k according to refer en ce [9] , eqs (77 3. 1) itnd (774.1 ) . Combining like powers of k and substituting b ack rJ T2 for k the r esulting series is iden t ical wit h (5) . A n addition al ch eck is provided by th e identity of eqs (9) and (3) in th e limit as lc -tl . Also, eq (9) can b e ob tain ed from (7) by use of the ten th Gauss r ecur sion formul a on p age 9 of referen ce [10] .
F or lc close to unity, a series which con verges m or e rapidly than (8) m ay now be derived by substitu ting ) in (9) th e series in equations (773.3) and (774.3 ) in refer en ce [9] for K (lc) and E (lc). The first few terms of this series are .. . } (11) where lc, 2= 1-lc 2 = 1-(Tl /r2) 2. Usin g only th e terms given in (11) th e sum for 1' 1 /1'2= 0.90, with ou t th e factor (rUsin f3) , gives 4.49991 482 as comp itred with the exact valu e of 4.4999 1288 . . . , an d th e con ver gen ce improves as 1' 1 /1 ' 2 goe to ward unity. The series in (11) m ay be ob tain ed in general form , if desired , by use of t he appropriate t ransformation [13] on t h e hy p ergeometric series given in (7).
. Numerical Results
In table 1, the dimensionless fac tor
wher e lc = 1'lh is t abula t ed to 8 decimal places for o ::; lc (O.Ol ) ::; 1.00, com p uted using (12e) and K (k )
a nd E(lc) from [11 ] . H en ce, for m a ny practical application s, t h e common volume of t 'NO cylinder with r adii 1\ ::; 1'2 and axe intersecting a t an gle 13
may b e co mpu ted as
1'~

Vh, 1'2, (3) =---=------r.; v(k )
sm fJ (13) m which values of v(lc) are in t erpolat ed from table 1. Everett's coefficients E2(P) and F2(P) are available in standard tables [14, 15] and are identical with Lagrangian interpolation coefficients A~l and A~ [16, 6 . Appendix. Two Series for 1/7T
The series evaluation (5) for V (1'l ,1'd3) contains a factor of 7T and the formula (3) for VeT, (3) does not.
Thus, for 1'1 = 1' 2 = 1', the right-hand side of (5) can be equated to the right-hand side of (3) to form This series can now be used to form the differenceseries in eq (8) .
An additional1 /7T-series, which also does not appear in standard compilations of series [17] , can be obtained by combining (16) with a series discussed by Bromwich [18] , [17, 
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